Nine Patch Heart Mini

Approx. 17"x14.5"

Fabric Requirements:
1 Charm Pack (Stiletto 30610PP)
1/3 yard of background fabric (Grunge 30150 165)
1/4 yard or FQ binding (30617 20)
1 FQ backing

Cutting:
From the charm pack, choose (9)5" squares (or more if you want extra scrappy). Cut each into (9)1.5" squares for a total of (72)1.5" squares.

From the background fabric, cut (1)3.5"xWOF strip and (1)5.5"xWOF strip.

Subcut 3.5" strip into (12)3.5" squares.

Subcut 5.5" strip into (1)3.5" square, (4)5.5" squares, and (1)3" square. Cut all (4)5.5" squares in half on both diagonals to get (4) triangles. You will need 14.

Trim (1)3" square in half on the diagonal for the small corner pieces.

Construction:
Use a scant 1/4" seam allowance and press seams open unless otherwise noted.

Mix and match your 1.5" squares to make (8) Nine Patch blocks. Each block should have 3 different prints like so:

Arrange into rows on point following the diagram below. Press seams to one side following the arrows, and nest your seams when sewing rows together.

Trim to 17"x14.5".

Baste, Quilt, Bind and Enjoy!